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ChatGPT 
Prompting 
Guides to...

Enhance Research

Improve Academic Writing

Enhance Critical Thinking

Learn New Languages

Enhance Executive Functioning Skills

Set Goals

Improve Communication Skills

Spark Creativity

Explore Career Pathways

Advance Your Career

11 Support Life Design & Career Educators11

08

Joe Catrino & Julia Lang, 2023



ChatGPT Prompts to  

"I'm looking for research topic ideas in [INSERT
SUBJECT]. Generate some interesting research topics
and provide a brief overview for each one."

“I want to stay updated on the latest research in [INSERT
FIELD]. Provide relevant journals and conferences to help
me stay informed."

"I'm planning a survey for my research. Recommend data
collection methods and statistical tools that are suitable for
my these objectives: INSERT HERE.”

"I've encountered a challenge in my research related to
[INSERT ISSUE]. Brainstorm solutions or suggest
alternative approaches to address this problem.”

“I'm planning a research project in [INSERT AREA].  
Generate 20 research questions or hypotheses that I
could explore."

“Describe my project is simple terms, as you
would commmunicate it to a high schooler.”

Brainstorm Topics 

Stay Informed

Inform Data Collection 

Get Support 

Generate Questions 

Explain Your Research

ENHANCE RESEARCH

Summarize Data 
“Below are transcripts from interviews. Scan all notes and then
provide a list of major themes.”

Critically analyze & add your authentic voice
and thoughts to any information generated. 

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Lang & Catrino, 2023 

Click       for examples of each prompt

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1asivLQZ-EP1jFQlU2eKVRGlcFVdY4HJ_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vt7Omb8zeBg9AeSOM2tqKTVfnOB0jM8F/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_GQVpJLnNotEhilUIinv4_CgVUzp9SLJ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YUsuVThzqUBHMpBeiO9Y211qUX2PTvFa/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RzIVx2GFUPpKOlmtkZo31Ach5Fm-pR2N/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oiYIsiXGdZJVh3BbV_ClXwbvbZbFK4gZ/view


Gain Literature Review Strategies

Structure Essays and Writing Projects

Better Edit & Proofread

Gain Critical Analysis Techniques

Click       for examples of each prompt

"Offer insights into building strong and persuasive arguments in
academic writing. Include tips on presenting evidence, counter
arguments, and logical reasoning." 

Develop Strong Arguments

Develop Academic Vocabulary 

"Offer tips on crafting strong and effective thesis statements.
Include examples of clear and focused thesis statements for
various types of essays."

Develop Effective Thesis Statements

"Provide advice on achieving clarity and conciseness in academic
writing. Include tips on avoiding ambiguity, unnecessary words,
and maintaining a formal tone."

Be More Clear and Concise

Manage Time for Writing Assignments

"Provide guidance on conducting and writing a literature review. Include tips on
organizing sources, synthesizing information, and identifying research gaps."

ChatGPT Prompts to  

"Provide guidelines for structuring a well-organized academic essay. Include
tips on introduction, thesis statements, body paragraphs, and conclusions."

"Generate a checklist for effective editing and proofreading of academic papers.
Include common mistakes to watch out for and strategies for improving clarity."

IMPROVE ACADEMIC WRITING

"Share strategies for conducting critical analysis in academic
writing. Include tips on evaluating sources, analyzing evidence,
and presenting a balanced argument."

Use your own critical discernment during the
writing process & never rely on AI to write for you

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

"Suggest strategies for expanding academic vocabulary.
Include tips on reading scholarly articles, using thesauruses,
and incorporating varied language."

"Generate a plan for effective time management when working on longer writing
projects. Include strategies for planning, drafting, and revising over time."

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kv3fUoZPvqoCg7AsYpkEOO5llmYb1mUB/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A8mrZsCKDtRzHSFUPfA4YsUpIGIBoVJ8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c-dBWunXqHhe5nTujgAWZNglakMR7rxi/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qTHYoYKrNg1A_h9WQcCRwJNdMTVOOqEN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12eiyFCTzRfUREltGwzFlUWy926-t3f92/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j9NYBMCwFy2AuYQp0PxmQSGIBq_aDqlb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O_oUr_nYp-5_1_Bn6bWKA2ahjXzvkT5T/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18pucMb5PxIVPaWlW68UhMZLGFLyRarQi/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cq1eg3irwWj2KxHxA-zp-b9FNU2cZjwB/view


Explore Ethical Dilemmas

Ask what you have missed/not considered

Interrogate Data & Statistics

Simulate Real-World Scenarios

Analyze Historical Events

Evaluate Controversial Topics

Tackle Complex Problems

ChatGPT Prompts to  

“What are the various ethical viewpoints on [ethical
scenario]? Provide arguments for each perspective.”

“What arguments have I not considered in my work
above? What other questions should I be asking? 
What other viewpoints should I consider?”

“What are the potential limitations of the data presented in
[data source]? How might these limitations affect the
conclusions drawn?”

“Help me strategize for a [real-world situation],
considering potential risks and outcomes.”

“Analyze the historical context and significance of [historical event
of figure]. How have these perspectives evolved over time?"

“Present arguments from both sides of the
[controversial topic], and evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of each position.”

ENHANCE CRITICAL THINKING

“Help me develop a systematic approach to solving [describe
a complex problem]. What alternative strategies could be
employed? Evaluate the pros and cons of each approach.” 

Critically analyze and fact check all generated info. 

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

“I believe in XYV. Debate me on this topic, providing
alternative viewpoints for me to consider.”

Consider Other Viewpoints

Click       for examples of each prompt

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ACxqAy56_PyN60M74hslzjh3HAeZFhm9/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IdhANzHvAV_NI8hLKvLIhvcvnBl1nOu_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0YmMSdDUi6htCA4tvZf6bFXDvBRVJ_8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14dQHdDzdWy4-AGt0hK5o9imu59TgbRgC/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kkua7JYKWTyOsMCZiUk3FeJtB6ldr2lO/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KbdcQHh2eGXkuC7qukuILB_kTtSIwcvP/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n5I1qUeFhKXILad24lrHVELnQYpSlXSO/view


"Provide recommendations on how to effectively use language learning apps.
Include tips on selecting the right app, setting goals, and staying consistent."

Effectively Utilize Language Apps/Programs

Practice a new langauge 

Improve Grammar

Improve Pronunciation

Click       for examples of each prompt

"Share cultural insights about [country or region where the language is spoken]
as we converse in [language].”

Learn About Other Cultures While Practicing a Language

Build Conversational Skills

"Generate strategies for effective vocabulary building when learning a
new language. Include tips on using flashcards, mnemonics, and
context-based learning."

Develop Vocabulary

"Provide ideas for incorporating daily language practice into a busy schedule.
Include activities that can be easily integrated into daily routines."

Encourage Daily  Language Practice

ChatGPT Prompts to  

“I want to practice [insert language]. I will talk to you in [language]. Correct
my grammar while also having a conversation with me about [topic].”

"Generate strategies for learning and understanding grammar rules in
[insert new language].”

LEARN NEW LANGAUGES

"Offer advice on improving pronunciation in a new language. Include tips on
listening to native speakers, using language apps, and practicing with
language partners."

Critically analyze and fact check all generated info.
Build language skills with humans too!

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

"Generate tips for building conversational skills in a new language. Include
advice on finding language exchange partners, joining language clubs, and
practicing with native speakers."

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JaBJh5a7nyH41JCG4GZr22PQj5L9WyRf/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FVvkN4DiAwAAsNUETLfBcFCz0qeHbNt6/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uDewtT1J4PQqEHYiAZMS2sS_e0OW3cEh/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UATuxC9Zy1bNXuYf2BznwETolL3ONNb9/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OZsG5zRxkXYcPV8ZDrF7Et-ZvLRPjdAN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H1xDLQKkDfh0QZdVZDGMlAKbCMRCkS8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Lm2SCgyk0wBph_bh4wfbswdcHFHdse9e/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qyxcmUBeQF2JLiLO9tXbc9radBj8m7EP/view


Support Remote Work Challenges

Run Efficient Meetings

Prioritize Tasks

Utilize Digital Productivity Tools

Organize Tasks

Click       for examples of each prompt

ChatGPT Prompts to  

"I am working remotely and struggling to [insert challenge).
Suggest effective techniques to address this challenge.”

"Provide tips for running efficient and productive
meetings. Include agenda-setting, time management
during meetings, and follow-up actions."

"I am a [insert information about you] and am struggling to
prioritize my tasks and schedule. Please provide strategies for
navigating this.”

"Recommend digital tools and apps that can enhance
productivity, such as task management apps, note-taking
tools, or time-tracking software."

ENHANCE EXECUTIVE
FUNCTIONING SKILLS 

(time management, productivity & organization)

"I need to complete these tasks: [insert here]. Create a system
for organizing these tasks, including categorization, labeling,
or any tools that can enhance task management efficiency."

Critically analyze & refine generated info to decide what
works best for you. Seek human input & support.

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

"Generate a daily schedule for optimal productivity, incorporating
time blocks for tasks, breaks, and focused work. Consider including
morning and evening routines." 

Create Schedules

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TprQeCn3cRH4Gd-RYyGGeWFrWFJcozua/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CR1_cyBTTrKNj4cHm4kEIkXF_fOI4J5V/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gQUtLig_hTSfNm1Tsi2naz7aMUB6ktxV/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-XFDhHwg5G0kM2MbZhMxNLs2GM8FlqRP/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l3oD_492EvNl0vFRsVCO13v4GSsNRvIr/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NN9PMmM28kAP2h5r18WtDeVtiR0Ljerz/view


ChatGPT Prompts to 

General Goal Setting

Health & Wellness

Skill Development

Academic & Co-Curricular Goals

SET GOALS

Project Planning & Strategy

Click       for examples of each prompt

“I am hoping to develop better sleep habits. Generate
SMART goals for how I can achieve this in the next six
months.”

"I am [insert relevant information about you]. Help me create
actionable and achievable goals for the next three months, covering
aspects like physical activity, nutrition, and mental well-being."

"I want to [insert skills you wish to develop]. Provide a
roadmap for acquiring and honing each skill."

“I am [insert year in college] college student, provide
me with three specific academic goals for this
semester. Make sure the goals are SMART.”

"Generate goals for personal growth in the areas of [insert
here]. Ensure that the goals are measurable and achievable.”

Personal Growth & Development

"I am working on [insert description of project]. Outline a plan for
completing this project, breaking it down into smaller tasks with
deadlines. Include milestones and success criteria." 

Critically analyze generated information and
seek advice and support from your support
network to reach your goals

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/173DAFpo3rFlJu5Iqwn55iRba2vlwvQV1/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqhSJ0FOy47LDWtFzhVxatQDDsHtCxlq/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16YFxFeTofqY66kcjGP49KSdzs6d9CmVu/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19g_BPCfk8nI0uwiXgeAARipNoPBFmt3P/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nUn0DqRTVEY_yhl0ctjRhTaOBfBZ3But/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b8fIdr5-7xLfTaPkAqxViTCMcDr7jFv1/view


Improve Email Communication

Receive Conflict Resolution Support

Strengthen Public Speaking Skills

Click       for examples of each prompt

ChatGPT Prompts to 

Give & Receive Better Feedback

IMPROVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Enhance Group Communication Skills

"Review and improve my email to make it more clear
and professional: “’[Insert email]”

"I need support to address [insert conflict]. Suggest
conflict resolution strategies to address this issue.
Include steps for addressing conflicts, active listening,
and finding common ground."

“I want to [insert feedback you wish to give]. Generate
guidelines for how to give this feedback constructively.
Include tips on framing feedback positively and using it for
personal and professional growth."

“Share techniques for improving public speaking skills.
Include advice on managing nervousness, structuring
speeches, and engaging with the audience."

"Share strategies for building a strong personal brand
through communication. Include tips for crafting a
compelling elevator pitch and utilizing social media.”

Develop & Design a Personal Brand

"Share advice on effective communication within group projects.
Include strategies for assigning tasks, conducting meetings, and
resolving conflicts within the group."

Critically analyze generated information and
seek advice and support from your support
network to reach your goals

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O4dxsA1n3ixTGsWANH1oJD0XR8AR1iS-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lv6NOwEAoEhi9FgLFTiTWNqGXjiWs23h/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16ptHwIBu_tOqYAHax2IqYEgYvLJ2cD96/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cw3oF1atSZ7Gc5R0fBFwm1KrVhrHmDbR/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RthOYrIkEb44GzvKldCxQd7rQVPGF7iE/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jlyY3nv-345CdmpC2NL-XioO07-YpPec/view


Boost Creativity

Embrace Failure in Creativity

Foster Group Creativity 

Reflect & Journal to Spark Innovation & Creativity

Generate Creative Writing Prompts

Expose Blindspots and Embrace Different Perspectives

Gather Brainstorming Techniques 

SPARK CREATIVITY
Click       for examples of each prompt

ChatGPT Prompts to  

"Generate a list of [insert group or individual]
activities or exercises that can boost creativity on a
[insert time: daily, weekly, monthly] basis."

"Discuss the role of failure in the creative process and
provide tips for embracing mistakes as opportunities for
learning and growth."

"Generate ideas for fostering creativity in group settings.
Include strategies for collaborative brainstorming and
building on each other's ideas."

"Suggest ways to incorporate creativity into [insert how
often you’d like to reflect] reflection or journaling."

"Generate creative writing prompts to inspire unique and
imaginative storytelling for [insert genres/styles]."

"Offer strategies for seeing situations from different perspectives
to stimulate creativity. Include exercises for challenging
assumptions and biases."

"Offer [insert #] of techniques for generating ideas, such as
mind mapping, brainstorming, or lateral thinking. Explain how
each technique can be applied."

Use human judgement and don’t exclusively rely
on AI to spark creativity. 

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

"Provide strategies for overcoming creative
blocks and generating new ideas."

Overcome Creative Blocks

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U8YoWaFPvRyxPQY37FL2qShk8fZLDxT7/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gtdcP1qzzgWj026QAz4bp8UVOXadbaJZ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JpFTSg8W-UUhniZTfC-00wKJaPBOELxK/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LqsHoUSwXMwONlhxqQBnY_m3Qgj2RSwf/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11SAy7mkDzIIX2y9eCeFB2GaQZCZrglpR/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lnSeetYF_JpGn-fjaT0AxOEi1SP4nfBj/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1riLnvgh3QCLBP9He8JDy92HkOc1uoPag/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YUuEGSUnoQT52jz8CR823dB1p5Wm2VJ5/view


ChatGPT Prompts to  

"Identify potential career paths based on my skills in
[list specific skills] and my interests in [list specific
interests]”

"I'm considering further education, such as a master's
degree or certification. What career benefits and
options can I expect from pursuing additional
qualifications in [field]?

“I'm interested in the [industry or sector] field. Could
you provide insights into potential career trajectories
within this industry?"

"I have a degree in [major or field] and my favorite classes and
interest areas in college are [insert here]. Suggest career options
that align with my academic background and interests."

"I'm considering a transition from [current academic
pathway or career] to something new. What steps
can I take, and what options should I explore?" 

Combine Skills & Interests

Consider Further Education

Explore Industries

Analyze Your Academic Background

Support a Career Transition

EXPLORE CAREER PATHWAYS

Assess Values & Goals
“Assess careers that align with my values, including [list specific
values], and help me achieve my goal of [describe career goal]."

Critically analyze & seek human input about
any information generated. 

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang &

Joe Catrino, 2023 

Click       for examples of each prompt

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ACxqAy56_PyN60M74hslzjh3HAeZFhm9/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A62P-1O3fQN6gK-0wqzxhXy1h4nw6Gfm/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WlHXYp2u3gUZueyfh0J6khHQShnV-9hR/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c_aruQaxNA6bYM2WLZq3YNifagI-fIQW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E36kNq_kxccaylzgykRVlo4HBIcaoNG9/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13qXpP3v5ZB4-u_PVkaseA9Qz-0tD60vm/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D1anB-Z1mzqfeV_3uvGNaWQYztO8Y50M/view


ChatGPT Prompts to  

"I’d like to improve my resume for [insert position]. Review
my current resume and help me tailor it to this job."

"Prepare me for technical skill assessments
commonly used in [industry]."

“Offer advice on assessing a company's values and
work environment during the job search."

“Help me refine my interview skills for [specific job role]. 
Ask me common interview questions and provide
feedback on my responses.”

“Assist in planning a career transition from [current
job/industry] to [desired job/industry].What are some
transferable skills and how can I frame them in this transition?” 

Improve Your Resume

Prepare for Skills Assessment

Research Company Culture

Refine Interview Skills

Navigate Career Transitions

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER

Set Career Goals and Plans
"Assist me in setting SMART career goals for [specific career
path] and create a step-by-step plan to achieve them.“

Critically analyze & seek human input about
any information and ideas generated. 

Treat ChatGPT like a conversational partner, refining prompts
as you go to train the platform to best meet your needs. Julia Lang & 

Joe Catrino, 2023 

Click       for examples of each prompt

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FhZyq2gR4xZ-Ns2B3yMljypuivSqnBSa/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wky-dDQVO2xjuTQmp3NiONJvTp7xztK3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m9cs390w0JGwbXzRv7tyrXw-4PaE3h-e/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Lr02b63d6XKuoIjiG6Eaeb0-QPA79KNa/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qnmfQVuqdpPgZZ3Cxef6tYXXAPjlpRw4/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12ekKM88AN-mqPDdbyg6SZCqT8o4UBckS/view


Step 1: Train ChatGPT 

Teach students to train ChatGPT
with information about themselves.  
The platform then builds on that
information as students continue to
provide prompts. 

ChatGPT Prompting Guide for 
Life Design & Career Educators

Some prompts you might offer students:
Share your interests “My favorite classes are XYZ” or “I am interested in X and Y and Z”
Share what you do NOT like “I am not interested in X and Y (field/type of task).”
Share your grade  in school & your study: “I’m a X year student studying Y with a minor in Z”
Share some of your values and/or goals: “I’m hoping to X and Y”
Paste in your resume so the platform has an understanding of your experiences.

Step 2: Use ChatGPT to supplement students’ imaginations about what is possible

Clarify and hone in on what type of information would support students in their exploration. 
What data would be helpful to make their next decision? Where might they want additional ideas? Consider ChatGPT as
a collaborator in discovering what possibilities exist as students move forward in their life design.

 Expand ideas by exploring many different areas of work that align skillsets and interests

Design and build experiments to test potential life paths

Support students in designing how they are seen by the outside world and help them gain confidence in telling their story

Step 3: Put it into action

“I am about to graduate
college. I am good at XXX

skills, and.... but don't want to
work with XX industry, what

jobs should I explore 
after graduation?"

“What are some entry-
level positions for _______

majors with a 
skillset in _____ and 
interests in ______?”

“I want to use my INSERT SKILLS + ANOTHER
GROUP OF SKILLS and my INSERT INTERESTS.

I do not want this position to involve INSERT
SKILLS and OTHER SKILLS. What are some

professions for me to explore 
as a recent college graduate?”

“I am a YEAR IN SCHOOL who
is thinking about majoring in X.

Come up with 20 different
career paths I could take if I

pursue an X major.”

Help them reflect on the many ideas that were generated and which ones most excite them. 
Hold them accountable to test ideas by talking to people and building small experiments to explore different pathways. 

The real impact of life design happens when we support students in getting ideas out of their head and into the world.
Once you have used ChatGPT to supplement students’ imaginations, you can:

Amazing things can happen when we support students in making incremental changes and taking steps 
towards their emergent life design.

“Using principles from
'Designing Your Life', create 15

prototypes for me to test a
career in XX field”

“Using principles from
'Designing Your Life', how

might I explore 
the field of XX?”

“I'm really interested in becoming an INSERT JOB. What are 20 ways I
can prototype and test what this career path might be 

before investing more resources?”

Brainstorm and narrow down a few paths to explore    

“Given the resume above: Imagine  I am in a networking conversation
and want to give a concise and compelling introduction about myself.
Provide a brief introduction I might use in a networking conversation

while talking to somebody in the XX industry”

“Now create a LinkedIn
summary adding my 

interest in XX”

“I am a college INSERT YEAR majoring in XX with an interest
in XX. I am interested in working for INSERT TYPE(S) OF

ORGANIZATIONS OR FIELDS. Create five different five year
plans I could consider after graduation”

"Using [INSERTED RESUME ABOVE], 
what are five different five year plans I 

could consider after graduation?

BRAINSTORM 

DEFINE LIFE PATHWAYS TEST OUT IDEAS

GAIN CONFIDENCE & BUILD RELATIONSHIPS

Generate a list of potential
networking events or
groups related to my

career interests.

Julia Lang & Dustin Liu, 2023
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